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INTRODUCTION TO
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Operational Research is a systematic and analytical approach to 
decision making and problem solving.

O.R. as termed in USA, Canada, Africa, Australia and 
Operational Research as termed in Europe, is an Branch of applied 
mathematics that uses techniques and statistics to arrive at Optimal 
solutions to solve complex problems.

It is typically concerned with determining the maximum 
profit, sale, output, crops yield and efficiency 
And minimum losses, risks, cost, and time of some objective 
function. It have also become an important part of INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING PROFESSION.

Some of the PRIMARY TOOLS used by operation researchers 
are-
STATISTICS
GAME THEORY
PROBABILITY THEORY, etc.



HISTORY OF
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

There is no clear history that marks the Birth if O.R., it is generally 
accepted that the field originated in England during the World 
War II. Some say that Charles Babbage (1791-1871) is the Father 
of O.R because his research into the cost of transportation and 
sorting of mail led to England’s University Penny Post in 1840. 

Modern Operations Research originated at the Bowdsey 
Research Station in U.K. in 1937 to analyse and improve the 
working of the UK’s Early Warning Rador System.

During the Second World War about 1000 Men and Women 
were engaged to work for British Army.

After World War II, Military Operational Research in U.K. became 
Operational Analysis (OA) within the U.K. Ministry of Defence 
with expanded techniques and graving awareness.



OPERATIONAL RESEARCH
IN INDIA

The Operational Research Society of India was founded in 1957 to provide a forum for the 
Operational Research Scientists as well as an avenue to widen their horizon by exchange of 
knowledge and application of techniques from outside the country. The Society is affiliated 
to the International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS).

The Headquarters of the Society is located in Kolkata at 39, Mahanirvan Road, 
Kolkata 700029, India. At present the Society has 12 Operating Chapters located in Agra, 
Ahmedabad, Ajmer, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Durgapur, Jamshedpur, Kolkata, Madurai, 
Mumbai and Tirupati.

The Objectives of the Society comprise advancement of, conducting of research in, 
study of, promotion and propagation of knowledge in Operational Research and Allied 
Techniques through exchange of information, as well as establishment, improvement and 
maintenance of professional and academic standards of work known as Operational 
Research.

Contribution to the Society towards attainment of these objectives is eligible for 
exemption of income tax under Section 80(G)(5)(vi) of the Income Tax Act 1961.

The Society Publishes a quarterly journal OPSEARCH, which brings out high quality 
and state of the art papers in Operational Research. 

In order to provide opportunity to professionals and students to equip themselves 
with the knowledge and usage of the science of Operational Research, the Society is 
conducting an examination on Graduate Diploma in Operational Research since 1973.

http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-agra.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-ahmedabad.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-ajmer.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-bangalore.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-chennai.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-delhi.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-durgapur.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-jamshedpur.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-kolkata.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/chapters/chap-tirupati.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/publication/opsearch.php
http://www.orsi.in/pages/education/exam-rules.php


DEFINITION OF 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

It is an Act of winning wars without actually 
fighting.

-Aurther Clark

It is a Scientific Approach to problem solving for 
executive management.

-H.M. Wagner

It is Art of giving bad answers to problem which 
otherwise have worse answers.

-T.L. Saaty



FEATURES OF
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Decision-Making

Scientific Approach

Inter-Disciplinary Team Approach

System Approach

Use of Computers

Objectives

Human Factors



DECISION MAKING

Every industrial organisation faces multifacet 
problems to identify best possible solution to 
their problems. 

OR aims to help the executives to obtain 
optimal solution with the use of OR techniques. 

It also helps the decision maker to improve
his creative and judicious capabilities, analyse 
and understand the problem situation leading 
to better control, better co-ordination, better 
systems and finally better decisions.



SCIENTIFIC APPROACH

OR applies scientific methods, techniques and tools 
for the purpose of analysis and solution of the 
complex problems. 

In this  approach there is no place for guesswork
and the person bias of the decision maker.



INTER-DISCIPLINARY 
TEAM APPROACH

Basically the industrial problems are of complex 
nature and therefore require a team effort to 
handle it. 

This team comprises of scientist, mathematician 
and technocrats. Who jointly use the OR tools to 
obtain a optimal solution of the problem. They 
tries to analyse the cause and effect relationship
between various parameters of the problem and 
evaluates the outcome of various alternative 
strategies.



SYSTEM APPROACH

The main aim of the system approach  is to trace out 
all significant and indirect effects for each proposal
on all sub-system on a system and to evaluate each 
action in terms of effects for the system as a whole. 

The inter-relationship and interaction of each 
sub-system can be handled with the help of 
mathematical/analytical models of OR to obtain 
acceptable solution.



USE OF COMPUTERS

The models of OR need lot of computation and 
therefore, the use of computers becomes 
necessary.

With the use of computers it is possible 
to handle complex problems requiring large 
amount of calculations.

The objective of the operations research 
models is to attempt and to locate Best or 
Optimal Solution.



OBJECTIVE

Operational Research always try to find the 
best and optimal solution to the problem.

For this purpose objectives of the 
organisation are defined and analysed. These 
objectives are then used as the basis to 
compare the alternative courses of action.



HUMAN FACTORS

In deriving, Quantitative Solutions we do not 
consider human factors, which doubtlessly 
play a great role in the problems.

So, study of O.R. is incomplete without 
study of human factors.



SCOPE OF 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

The scope of OR is  not only confined to any specific 
agency like defence services but today it is widely 
used in all industrial organisations. 

It can be used to find the best solution to any 
problem be it simple or complex. It is useful in every 
field of human activities. Thus, it attempts to 
resolve the conflicts of interest among the 
components of organization in a way that is best for 
the organisation as a whole. 

The main fields where OR is extensively used are 
given in next slide.



FIELDS

National Planning and Budgeting

Defence Services

Industrial Establishment and Private Sector 
Units

R & D and Engineering



NATIONAL PLANNING AND 
BUDGETING

OR is used for the Preparation of-

 Five Year Plans

 Annual Budgets 

 Forecasting of Income and Expenditure

 Scheduling of Major Projects of National Importance

 Estimation of GNP

 GDP

 Population

 Employment and Generation of Agriculture Yields, 
etc.



DEFENCE SERVICES

Basically formulation of OR started from USA Army, so it has wide 
application in the areas such as:

 Development of New Technology
 Optimization of Cost and Time
 Tender Evaluation
 Setting and Layouts of Defence Projects
 Assessment of “Threat Analysis”
 Strategy of Battle
 Effective Maintenance and Replacement of Equipment
 Inventory Control,
 Transportation
 Supply Depots, etc.



INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTS AND 
PRIVATE SECTOR UNITS

OR can be effectively used in-

Plant Location and Setting Finance Planning
Product and Process Planning
Facility Planning and Construction
Production Planning and Control
Purchasing 
Maintenance Management 
Personnel Management, etc.



R&D AND ENGINEERING

Research and development being the heart of 
technological growth, OR has wide scope and can 
be applied in-

Technology Forecasting and Evaluation, 

Technology and Project Management, 

Preparation of Tender and Negotiation, 

Value Engineering,

Work/Method Study and so on.



METHODOLOGIES/APPROACHES OF 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

1. ORIENTATION

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

3. DATA COLLECTION

4. MODEL FORMULATION

5. SOLUTION

6. ANALYSES AND INFORMATION

7. IMPLEMENTATION AND 

MONITORING
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TECHNIQUES/TOOLS OF
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Linear Programming

Queuing Theory

Sequencing

Transportation Problems

Integer Problems

Assignment Problems

Decision Theory and Games Theory

Replacement Problems

Symbolic Logic



LINEAR PROGRAMMING

This technique is used to find a solution

for optimising a given objective. Objective

may be maximizing profits or minimising

costs. 

Objective function and Boundary conditions

are linear in nature. LPP techniques solve

Product-Mix and Distribution problems of

enterprise.

Its also used to allocate Scarce Resources in

optimum manner in problems of scheduling,

product mix, etc.



QUEUING THEORY

This theory deals with the situations in which queue is 
formed, e.g. customers waiting for services, machines 
waiting for repairmen, and aircrafts waiting for landing 
strips, etc.

If the Queue will be long the cost will be high due 
to long waiting hour.

This technique is used to analyse the feasibility of 
adding facilities and to access the amount and cost of 
waiting time.

This calculations can then be used to determine the 
desirable number of service facilities.



SEQUENCING

Models have been developed to find a 
sequence for Processing Jobs so that the 
total elapsed time for all the jobs will be 
minimum. 

The models also help to resolve the 
conflict between the objectives of 
maximizing machines utilization and 
complying with predetermined delivering 
rates.



TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS

Transportation problems deals with 
transportation of a product

 From a number of sources 

 With limited supplies 

 To number of destinations

 With specified demands 

 At the total transportation cost.

The main objective of transportation is to 
Schedule Shipment from sources to 
destinations in such a way so as to Minimize 
the Total Transportation Cost.



INTEGER PROGRAMMING

Integer means complete or whole 
number. By using the Integer 
Programming Algorithm a series of 
continuous linear programming problem 
are solved in such a way that the solution
containing un-acceptable non-integer 
value are ruled out and the best higher 
programming solution is obtained.



ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS

It is a special type of linear programming 
problem. It deals in allocating the various 
resources or items to various activities in a one 
to one basis in such a way that the time or cost 
involved in minimised and the sale or profit is 
maximized. 

E.g. Manager may like to know which job 
should be assigned to which person so that all 
jobs can be completed in the shortest possible 
time.



DECISION THEORY AND
GAME THEORY

Decision Theory is primarily considered with decision 
making under the conditions of:

 Risk

 Uncertainity

Game Theory is concerned with:

 Decision Making under Conflict

Hence, both Decision Theory and Game Theory 
assist the Decision-Maker in Analysing Problems with 
numerous alternative course of action and 
consequences.



REPLACEMENT PROBLEMS

This Theory is concerned with situations that arise when some 
items such as machines, men, etc. require replacement due to their 
decreasing efficiency, failure or break-down. 

Sooner or later all the equipments are required to be replaced 
because of:

 Obsolescence 
 Discovery of New Technology
 Better Design of Equipment

In Replacement Decisions we consider:
 Cost of Equipment to be Installed 
 Cost of Equipment Replaced, etc.

Hence, this theory helps to solve all Replacement
Problems.



SYMBOLIC LOGIC

Symbols are more meaningful and accurate. 
Everything is Symbolic in this world. 

Words, classes of things, functional systems 
and rules are substituted with symbols.

The whole problem is converted into 
algebraic equations and propositions. 

Business Problems are not commonly 
converted into symbols but calculations are 
done on computers, that is why symbols have 
extensive applications. 



OPERATIONAL RESEARCH AND 
MANAGEMENT

DECISION-MAKING

Operation Research increases the creative capabilities of a 
decision maker.

It increases the effectiveness of mgt. decisions. 
Management  is most of the time making decisions. It is thus a 
decision science which helps mgt. to take better decisions.

Nowadays, business problems have become so complex 
that it is almost impossible for a human being to comprehend all 
important factors, OR Techniques can be helpful in such 
situations. 

It also helps in ascertaining best locations for factories and 
warehouses, project scheduling as well as most economic means 
of transportation.

OR study approach in business decisions leads to better 
control, better co-ordination, better system and at the end 
better decision.



LIMITATIONS OF 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Magnitude of Computation

Non-Quantifiable Factors

Distance between User and Analyst

Time and Money Costs

Implementation



MAGNITUDE OF COMPUTATION

Operations research models try to find out
optimal solution taking into account all the 
factors. But, these factors are enormous

and, 

expressing them in quantity, 

and,

establishing relationships among these, 
Require voluminous calculations which can be 
handled only by computers.



NON-QUANTIFIABLE FACTORS

OR provides solution only when all
elements related to a problem can be 
quantified. All relevant variables do not 
lend themselves to quantification. 
Factors which cannot be quantified, find 
no place in OR study. Models in OR do 
not take into account qualititative 
factors or emotional factors which may 
be quite important.



DISTANCE BETWEEN USER AND 
ANALYST

OR being specialist’s job requires a 
mathematician or statistician, who 
might not be aware of the business 
problems. 

Similarly, a manager fails to 
understand the complex working of OR. 
Thus there is a gap between the two. 
Management itself may offer a lot of 
resistance due to conventional thinking.



TIME AND MONEY COST

When basic data are subjected to frequent 
changes, incorporating them into the OR 
models is a costly proposition. 

Moreover, a fairly good solution at 
present may be,

More desirable than a perfect OR solution 
available after sometime. The computational 
time increases depending upon the size of the 
problem and accuracy of results desired.



IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of any decision is a 
delicate task. It must take into account 
the complexities of human relations and 
behaviour. Sometimes, resistance is 
offered due to psychological factors
which may not have any bearing on the 
problem as well as its solution.



DECISION MAKING

Objectives

Relation to Planning

Types of Decisions

Discussion on Modeling

Types of Decision Making

Decision Making Under Certainty: Linear Programming

Decision Making Under Risk: expected value, decision 
trees, queuing theory, and simulation

Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Game Theory

Integrated Data Bases, MIS, DSS, and Expert Systems



DECISION MAKING

Relation to Planning

Decision Making: Process of making a conscious choice between 
2 or more alternatives producing most desirable consequences 
(benefits) relative to unwanted consequences (costs).

Decision Making is essential part of Planning
Planning: Decision in advance what to do, how to do, when to

do and who is to do it.

Required also in
Designing and Staffing and Organization
Developing Methods of Motivating Subordinates
Identifying Corrective Actions on Control Process



Occasions for Decision

Occasions are in 3 distinct fields:

From Authoritative Communications from superiors
From Cases Referred for Decision by Subordinates

From Cases Originating in the Initiative of the Executive
Most important test of executive

DECISION MAKING



Types of Decisions

Routine Decisions (e.g. payroll processing, paying suppliers etc)
Recur frequently
Involve Standard Decision Procedures
Has a Minimum of Uncertainty 
Structured Situations              

Nonroutine Decisions
Unstructured and Novel Situations              
Nonrecurring Nature
High Level of Uncertainty

DECISION MAKING



Objective versus Bounded Rationality

A Decision is objectively rational if it is the correct behavior for
maximizing given values in a given situation.

Rationality requires

1. A complete knowledge and anticipations of consequences 

after a choice
2. Imagination since Consequences lie in future

2. A choice among all possible alternatives.

We can only talk about bounded rationality

DECISION MAKING



Objective versus Bounded Rationality

Objective Rationality looks for the ‘best’ solution whereas Bounded 
Rationality looks for the ‘good enough’ solution.

DECISION MAKING



Management Science Characteristics

1. A System View of Problem

2. Team Approach

3. Emphasis on the Use of Formal Mathematical Models and 
Statistical and Quantitative Methods

Models? 

DECISION MAKING



Models and Their Analysis

Model: Abstraction and Simplification of Reality
(Designed to include Essential Features)

DECISION MAKING

Simplest Model
net income = revenue – expenses -taxes



DECISION MAKING

5 Steps of Modeling

Real World                                   Simulated (Model) World

1. Formulate Problem

(Define objectives, variables and constraints)

2. Construct a Model (simple but 

realistic representation of system)

3. Test the Model’s Ability

4. Derive a Solution from Model

5. Apply the Model’s Solution to

Real System, Document its Effectiveness



DECISION MAKING

Categories of Decision Making

Decision Making Under Certainty: Linear Programming

Decision Making Under Risk: expected value, decision 
trees, queuing theory, and simulation

Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Game Theory



DECISION MAKING

Payoff (Benefit) Table  - Decision Matrix

N1         N2     ………  Nj    ………  Nn 

P1          P2     ……… Pj    ………  Pn 

A1                     O11       O12   ………  O1j   ……… O1n 

A2                      O21       O22   ………  O2j   ……… O2n 

…. ….      …   ……… …     …… …

Ai                      Oi1        Oi2       ……… Oij   ……… Oin 

…. ….      …   ……… …     …… …

Am                      Om1      Om2       ……… Omj   ……   Omn 

Alternative
State of Nature / Probability

Outcome

Sum of n values of pj must be 1



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Certainty

Implies that we are certain
of the future state of nature
(or assume we are)

This means:-
the probability of pj of future Nj is 1 and all 
other futures have zero probability.



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Risk

This means:-
Each Nj has a known (or assumed) probability of pj and 
there may not be one state that results best outcome.



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Uncertainty

This means:-
Probabilities pj of future states are unknown.



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Certainty

Linear Programming

A desired benefit (profit) expressed as a a mathematical function of 
several variables. Solution is to find independent variables giving
the maximum benefit subject to certain limits (to constraints).



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Certainty Linear Programming

Example

A factory is producing two products (X and Y).
$10 profit per unit of product X and $14 per unit of product Y.

What is the production level of x units of product X and y units of 
product Y that maximizes the profit P?

Maximize P=10x+14y



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Certainty Linear Programming

Maximize P=10x+14y
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For example for 70 units of X
we get P of 700 (10*70)

And from P=14y  
700=14y

y=50        

P=700

Isoprofit line

$700 by selling 70 units of X or 50 units of Y

$620 by selling 62 units of X or 44.3 units of Y

$350 by selling 35 units of X or 25 units of Y
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Constraint 1
3x+2y  120

Constraint 2
x + 2y  80

DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Certainty Linear Programming

Your production (and profit) is subject to resource limitations, or constraints.

You employ 5 workers (3 machinists and 2 assemblers), each works only 40 hours a week.

CONSTRAINTS
Product X requires 3 hours of machining and 1 hour assembly per unit
Product Y requires 2 hours of machining and 2 hours of assembly per unit

Constraints expressed mathematically

1. 3x+2y  120 (hours machining time)

2. x + 2y  80 (hours assembly time)

P=10x+14y
=20*10+30*14
=620



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Certainty Linear Programming

Company makes two desks:

Type
Material Usage

Profit
Wood Metal Plastic

Red 10 4 15 115

Blue 20 16 10 90

Available Raw Material:
Wood 200
Metal 128
Plastic 220

Steps:
Determine “decision” variables: They are “red” and “blue” desks.

Determine “objective” function: P=115.X1+90.X2

Determine “constraint” functions and plot them: 

0

0

2201015

128164

2002010

2

1

21

21

21











x

x

xx

xx

xx

Maximize profit…



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Certainty Linear Programming

 

X2 

X1 

15x1 + 10 x2 = 220 

4x1 + 16 x2 = 128 

10x1 + 20 x2 = 200 

Feasible 
Region

Optimum X1

Optimum
X2

Optimum points can 
be found graphically

P=115.X1+90.X2

P=115.12+90.4
P=1740 Maximum Profit

ISOPROFIT LINE

12

4



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Certainty Linear Programming

COMPUTER SOLUTION

In reality, we have more than 2 variables (dimensions) not like machining and 
assembling only.

Computer solution called Simplex method  has been developed to be used with 
many variables.

For example, an AT&T model of current and future telephone demand has got 
42000 variables taking 4 to 7 computer hours for single run.

For example, one model of the domestic long-distance network has 800000 
variables and would take weeks for one solution.

Narendra Karmarkar at AT&T Laboratories has developed a shortcut method * 
based on “projective geometry” that is 50 to 100 times faster.

* “The Startling Discovery Bell Labs Kept in Shadows”, Business Week, September 
21, 1987, pp.69, 72, 76



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Certainty Linear Programming

HOMEWORK 1

You operate a small wooden toy company making two products: alphabet blocks 
and wooden trucks. Your profit is $30 per box of blocks and $40 per box of trucks. 
Producing a box of blocks requires one hour of woodworking and two hours of 
painting; producing a box of trucks takes three hours of woodworking but only one 
hour of painting. You employ three woodworkers and two painters, each working 
40 hours a week. How many boxes of blocks (B) and trucks (T) should you make 
each week to maximize profit? Solve graphically (using millimetric paper) as a 
linear program and confirm analytically.



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Risk

There exist a number of possible future states of Nature Nj.

Each Nj has a known (or assumed) probability pj of occurring.

There may not be one future state that results in the best outcome 
for all alternatives Ai.



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Risk

Calculate Expected Values (Ei)

Solution

n


j=1

(pjOij)Ei=
Choose the Alternative Ai giving 
the highest expected value



n


j=1

(pjOij)Ei=

DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk Calculate Expected Values (Ei)

E1=0.999*(-200)+0.001*(-200) E1=$-200

E2=0.999*0+0.001*(-100,000) E2=$-100

Example of Decision Making Under Risk

Not Fire 
in your house

P1 =0.999          P2=0.001

Insure house $-200                  $-200

Do not Insure house          0                     $-100,000

Alternatives

Fire 
in your house

Would you insure your house or not?



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk Calculate Expected Values (Ei)

Well Drilling Example-Decision Making Under Risk

N1:Dry Hole    N2 :Small Well        N3:Big Well

P1=0.6                P2=0.3                    P3=0.1

A1:Don’t Drill $0                       $0                            $0

A2:Drill Alone $-500,000           $300,000               $9,300,000

Alternative
State of Nature / Probability

A3:Farm Out $0                 $125,000               $1,250,000

Expected 
Value

E1=0.6*0+0.3*0+ 0.1*0

$0

E2=0.6*(-500,000)+0.3*(300,000)+ 0.1*(9,300,000)

$720,000

E3=0.6*0+0.3*(125,000)+ 0.1*(1,250,000)

$162,000

$720,000
A2 is the solution if you are willing to risk $500,000



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk Calculate Expected Values (Ei)

Decision Trees

No Fire:

Fire:

No Fire:

Fire:

Decision 
node Ai

Chance 
node Nj

Outcome 
(Oij)

Probability 
(Pj)

Expected Value 
Ei

(-200) (0.999)

x =

x = (-199.8)

(-200) (0.001)x = (-0.2)

(0) (0.999)x = (0)

(-100,000) (0.001)x = (-100)

+

+

= $-200

=$-100

Mathematical solution is identical, 
visual representation is different



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk

Queuing (Waiting Line) Theory

Class of People
Or 

Objects
Arrivals

Servers

?
Time between 

arrivals

?
Service time 
required for 
each arrival



Arrivals

DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk Queuing (Waiting Line) Theory

Servers

Identify optimum number 
of servers needed to reduce
overall cost.

Served



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk Queuing (Waiting Line) Theory

Servers

Identify optimum number 
of servers needed to reduce
overall cost.

Arrivals Arrivals Arrivals Arrivals

Queue



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk Queuing (Waiting Line) Theory

Servers

Identify optimum number 
of servers needed to reduce
overall cost.

ServedArrivals Arrivals Arrivals



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk

?
Time between 

arrivals ?
Service time 
required for 
each arrival

Approximated by 
Probability Distribution

Queuing (Waiting Line) Theory



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk

Typical Waiting-Line Situations

Queuing (Waiting Line) Theory

Organization              Activity                   Arrivals          Servers

Airport                       Landing                  Airplanes         Runway
Personnel Office        Job Interviews        Applicants       Interviewers
College                       Registration           Students           Registrars
Court System              Trials                     Cases               Judges
Hospital                      Medical Service     Patients           Rooms/Doctors
Supermarket               Checkout                Customers      Checkout clerks
Toll bridge                  Taking tolls            Vehicles         Toll takers
Toolroom                    Tool issue               Machinists     Toolroom clerks



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk

Simulation

Simulation

In case real-world system  is too complex to express in simple equations.

Solution is to construct a model that simulates operation of a real system by 
mathematically describing behavior of individual interrelated parts.

Time between arrivals and services can be represented by probability 
distributions.

Develop a computer program for one cycle of operation,
and Run it for many cycles.



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk

Risk as Variance: example

Risk as Variance

Project X Project Y

Probability            Cash Flow                   Probability       Cash Flow
0.10                       $3000 0.10 $2000
0.20                       $3500 0.25 $3000
0.40                       $4000 0.30 $4000
0.20                       $4500 0.25 $5000
0.10                       $5000 0.10 $6000

Expected Cash Flows

E(x)=0.10(3000)+0.20(3500)+0.40(4000)+0.20(4500)+0.10(5000)
=$4000

E(y)=0.10(2000)+0.25(3000)+0.30(4000)+0.25(5000)+0.10(6000)
=$4000 Which one would you choose?



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk

Risk as Variance: example

Risk as Variance

Look at the variances or standard deviations,
And choose the one with lowest variance (or deviation)

V(x)=0.10(3000-4000)2+0.20(3500-4000)2+…….+0.10(5000-4000)2

=300,000
V(y)=0.10(2000-4000)2+0.25(3000-4000)2+…..+0.10(6000-4000)2

=1,300,000

(x)=$548
(y)=$1140
Since project y has greater variability
It is more risky. 



DECISION MAKING Decision Making Under Risk

Risk as Variance: example

Risk as Variance

$2000            $4000            $6000

X=Y

X

Y

P
ro

b
a

b
ili

ty

Cash Flow



DECISION MAKING

Decision Making Under Uncertainty 

We do not know the probabilities pj of future states of nature Nj
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Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Example

A2:Drill Alone $9,300,000 *         $-500,000

Alternative      Maximum       Minimum            (=0.2)          Likely

A3:Farm Out $1,250,000                  $0*

Hurwicz      Equally

$3,033,333*

E2=-500,000+300,000+9,300,000
3

$458,333

E3=0+125,000+1,250,000
3  

Coefficient of optimism 

(Maximax) (Maximin)

Maximize [(best outcome)+(1-)(worst outcome)]

$1,450,000*

[0.2(9,300,3000)+(1-0.2)(-500,000)]

[0.2(1,250,3000)+(1-0.2)(0)]

$250,000

Optimist         Pessimist 
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Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Maximum Regret

N1:Dry Hole    N2 :Small Well        N3:Big Well

We do not know probabilities

A1:Don’t Drill $0                 $300,000               $9,300,000

A2:Drill Alone $500,000                   0                             0

Alternative
State of Nature / Probability

A3:Farm Out $0                 $175,000               $8,050,000

Maximum 
Regret

$9,300,000

$500,000

$8,050,000

A2 is the solution.
We choose the minimum among maximum regrets.
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Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Game Theory

Future states of natures and their probabilities are replaced 
by 

the decisions of competitor, or their strategies.

Try to Catch
Strategies of your competitor.
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Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Game Theory

For example, ODDS and EVENS game.
Two players flash one or two fingers.
If the total is 2 or 4 then Even wins,
If it is 3 Odd wins.
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Integrated Data Bases, MIS, DSS and Expert Systems
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• Transaction Processing Systems (TPS)

• Management Information Systems (MIS)

• Decision Support Systems (DSS)

4 Types of Information Systems

• Expert Systems (ES)
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Traditional Approach and Data (User) Oriented Approach

Payroll 
System

Project 
Management

System

Tax
Data

Personnel
Data

Projects
Data

Personnel
Data

Traditional Approach
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Traditional Approach and Data (User) Oriented Approach

Payroll 
System

Project 
Management

System

Tax
Data

Projects
Data

Personnel
Data

Database Approach
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• Transaction Processing Systems (TPS)
– Automate handling of data about business activities 

(transactions)

• Management Information Systems (MIS)
– Converts raw data from transaction processing system 

into meaningful form

• Decision Support Systems (DSS)
– Designed to help decision makers

– Provides interactive environment for decision making

4 Types of Information Systems
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4 Types of Information Systems

• Expert Systems (ES)

– Replicates decision making process

– Knowledge representation describes the way 
an expert would approach the problem
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Competition needs very fast decisions and
rapid development of information systems.

Concentrate on what to do rather than how to do.

For many companies, information systems
cost 40 percent of overall costs.
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CASE: Computer Aided Software Engineering Tools

Software Tools used to automate Software Development Life Cycle.



DECISION MAKINGUnderstanding Relational Databases

This type of Software 
Development Life Cycle is called 
Waterfall Model. Since it is 
difficult to swim up to the 
waterfall stream, it is costly to 
go back to the previous stages 
in life cycle.

Therefore, it is essential to 
finish a good data model before 
starting database design.

STRATEGY

Business Requirements

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

DOCUMENTATIONBUILD

TRANSITION

PRODUCTION

Operational System

Software Development 
Life Cycle 

(Waterfall Model)
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The Use of CASE in Organizations
• Objectives of CASE

– Improve quality of systems developed

– Increase speed of development and design

– Ease and improve testing process through automated checking

– Improve integration of development activities via common 
methodologies

– Improve quality and completeness of documentation

– Help standardize the development process

– Improve project management

– Simply program maintenance

– Promote reusability

– Improve software portability
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Effect of Management Level on Decisions

Management    Number of      Cost of Making       Information

Level                Decisions        Poor Decisions             Needs

Top                  Least                    Highest               Strategic

Middle         Intermediate           Intermediate       Implementation

First-Line           Most                     Lowest              Operational
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Implementation

Decisions are useless unless they are put into
practice.

Courage is the willingness to submerge 
oneself in the loneliness, the anxiety, and the
guilt of a decision maker.


